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"PLACE PLEOPLE" USER'S GUIDE 

 

 

PLACE PEOPLE is a 3ds Max plugin written in MaxScript  that allows the user to place 

characters created with the 3ds Max 'Populate Toolset' anywhere, following a 3D spline 

path, and be glued to any surface. 

 

MAIN FEATURES 

Requirements: 

 3ds Max 2014 with ServicePack SP3 or higher. Doesn't work in upper versions 

(2015 and upper) due to important changes in the 'Populate Toolset'. Scenes 

prepared in 3ds Max 2014 won't have the proper behavior in upper 3ds Max 

versions. 

 Plugin will work only in allowed PC (identify at purchase) 

 Free version for render farms or sharing scene files. 

Features: 

 Move and rotate 'walkers' and 'standing' characters anywhere in your scene 

dragging with the mouse their controller. 

 Glue them to any surface made from a list of geometry objects from your scene 

(Populate characters would stay glued to surface while dragging with the 

mouse). 

 Create a 'walkers' Flow following a 3D spline path and glued to a surface. 

 Create a 'standing' people IdleArea from any spline in your scene and glue 

them to a surface. 

 Create a queue of 'standing' characters, following any 3D path and glued to a 

surface. 

 Place any existing 'walker' or 'standing' character anywhere along a 3D spline. 

Limitations: 

 Using PLACE PEOPLE with 3ds Max 2014 Service Pack prior to SP3 will crack 

Max when trying to load external references that include 'Populate' objects (Max 

bug corrected with SP3). 

 Original animations of 'walkers' and 'standing' characters are kept by this plugin. 

Thus, for example, when a walker follows a surface, his own animation will 

remain as a walker in an horizontal plane and his movements won't fit exactly 

the new situation. 
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HOW DOES PLACE PEOPLE WORK? 

PLACE PEOPLE is a plugin that includes two basic components:  

 A modifier called "P3D_PlacePeople" that can be assigned to any Populate 

character (PopSkinObject class object). It will create a Dummy helper that 

allows to place, move and rotate the PopSkinObject. 

 A FloaterRollout macrosript " PLACE PEOPLE" that can be assigned to any 

user control UI (main menu, rirght click menu...) that allows the creation of 

complete Flows following a 3D spline, IdleAreas from any spline, Queues of 

people following a 3D path, all of them glued to any geometry surface. 

You can use it to create new characters through the macroscript or directly by 

assigning the modifier to existing PopSkinObjects. 

For PCs without purchase license, the same plugin files can be installed and will allow 

to load scenes with the P3D_PlacePeople modifier applied, and to work and render 

with these scenes. However, user won't be able to change anything from 

PopSkinObjects with this modifier applied, except moving/rotating them through their 

Dummy controller. 

You can download the free version of the modifier from here. Place it in your 

'#startupScripts' folder or run it before loading any scene containing characters with this 

modifier applied. 

To protect existing or created PopSkinObjects from deletion when clicking the 

'Simulate' button from the 'Populate Toolset' in 3ds Max, or when using the PLACE 

PEOPLE plugin, the plugin allows to easily save all Populate elements 

(PopSkinObjects, Flows and IdleAreas) to external XRefScenes, automatically 

increasing the choosen filename in each save action and loading this file as an 

XRefScene of the actual scene. 

You can merge your XRefScenes at any time if you need to. 

  

http://www.proin3d.org/pathscripts/DOWNLOAD/PlacePeople/Proin3D_PlacePeopleServer.mse
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PLACE PEOPLE  FLOATER ROLLOUT 

When clicking your menu item associated with PLACE 

PEOPLE, a FloterRollout as the one shown in the image 

will be opened. 

If any Populate element (PopSkinObjects, Flows or 

IdleAreas) already exists in the scene (except for external 

XRefScenes), a CAUTION! message will pop up, asking 

you to save all these elements to an XRefScene through 

the 'Export to XRefScene' [item 5]. 

If existing Populate elements aren't saved to an XRefScene 

(or deleted by hand), you won't be allowed to pick a path 

(1) and work with the plugin. This avoids unwanted 

deletions. 

 

[Pick Path] (1): 

Choose a 3D spline path to generate your Flow, IdleArea or 

Queue. All kind of shapes are allowed, but only first spline 

in the shape will be taken into account for creation. 

The plugin will create a copy of this shape that will be 

deleted or saved to the XRefScene as needed. 

Path shouldn't be a scaled shape node. Creation of PLACE 

PEOPLE elements would work with original un-scaled 

shape. 

Path should be preferably a smooth curve for 'walkers' 

instead of polygonal to avoid strange behaviors. 

[Creation type] (2): 

Choose the type of the element you want to create with the plugin. Once the base 

object is created, you won't be allowed to change this parameter until saving or 

deleting the created objects. 

[Current XRefScene] (3): 

Shows the filename of the next XRefScene file to save. 

[Select XRefScene File] (4): 

Allows at anytime to select a filename for the next XRefScene file to save. The usual 

3ds Max 'Save as' dialog will pop up to write a new filename or to choose an existing 

one. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: choosing an existing filename doesn't mean that PLACE 

PEOPLE will overwrite this file. The plugin will create a new filename based on 

the selected one that will be used for the next XRefScene save action. When 3ds 
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Max will ask you "Do you want to replace it" click "YES". Nothing will be 

overwritten. 

NOTE 2: the chosen filename will be kept during the whole 3ds Max session, 

except when loading a new scene or resetting, which cause to reset the 

XRefScene filename to 'undefined'. 

[Export to XRefScene] (5): 

Saves the current Populate elements in the scene to an XRefScene with the active 

XRefScene filename and deletes them from the scene. 

If no filename for XrefScenes is already chosen, the 3ds Max 'Save as' dialog will pop 

up as described above and the chosen name will be kept as the active one for next 

save actions (increasing its name by one). 

Note that exporting to XRefScene initializes the creation of new elements (Flow, 

IdleArea or Queue), allowing again to pick a path [item 1]. 

[Export Selected only] (6): 

Saves the selected Populate elements in the scene to an XRefScene with the active 

XRefScene filename. Non Populate elements selected will be discarded. 

Saved elements won't be deleted from the scene (so they would be duplicated as 

scene objects and in an XRefScene). You will be able to delete all Populate elements 

with other tools in this plugin or by hand. 

This options can be very useful to save just one character or a set of them with the 

required characteristics. 

[Refresh XRefScenes] (7): 

When clicking the 'Simulate' or the 'Delete' buttons from the 'Populate Toolset' in 3ds 

Max, or when using the PLACE PEOPLE plugin, Populate characters 

(PopSkinObjects) contained in the XRefScenes may disappear from viewports. Clicking 

this [item 7] will 'refresh' all the XRefScenes with a base filename equal to the active 

one. 

[Preference Initial Values] (8): 

PLACE PEOPLE includes in its installation an INI file "P3D_PlacePeople_Init.ini" that 

contains the default values of the creation parameters for Flows, IdleAreas and 

Queues. These parameters don't include the nodes used for creation (path, lookAt 

objects and surface objects), nor the XRefScene filename. 

[Save]: saves the current parameters values to the INI file. This is only useful to reuse 

them in another 3ds Max session, since current parameters values will be kept during 

current session. 

[Default]: loads default parameters values and keeps them as the current ones. This 

item is only enabled if no PLACE PEOPLE are at this moment in the scene (except for 

XRefScenes). 
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FLOW PARAMS 

The FLOW PARAMS subrollout includes all usual 

parameters to create a Flow. Refer to 3ds Max manual for 

further information. 

A base Flow will be created with these parameters before 

applying it to the selected path. The result will be the same 

Flow but adapted to the path. 

 

    

 

   

 

 

 

 

  IDLEAREA PARAMS 

The IDLEAREA PARAMS subrollout includes all usual 

parameters to create an IdleArea object. Refer to 3ds Max 

manual for further information. 

A base IdleArea object will be created with these parameters 

using the path as its polygonal contour.  

If the path is not closed, it will be closed by the plugin. 

PLACE PEOPLE doesn't accept for this option paths with 

only two knots. 

If a "lookAt object" is selected and "Face" is checked, all 

standing characters in the IdleArea will look to this object if 

"Spread" is set to 0º. If the object is moved, characters will 

still look at this object (in the next viewports redraw). If a 

character is moved through its Dummy controller or modifier 

translations, it will keep looking at this object. 
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QUEUE PARAMS 

The QUEUE PARAMS subrollout uses the IDLEAREA 

PARAMS to create a base narrow rectangular IdleArea with 

the length of the path. 

Best params for Queues are with "Singles or Groups" set to 

0%, "Spread" to 0º (or no more than 15º) to make all people 

in the Queue look to front, and "Density" to maximum. 

If a "lookAt object" is selected and "Face" is checked, all 

characters in the Queue will look to this object once located 

in the Queue path if "Spread" is set to 0º. If the path or the 

object are moved, characters will still look at this object. If a 

character is moved through its Dummy controller or along 

the path through modifier translations, it will keep looking at 

this object. 

Queue specific parameters are: 

[% Compress]: 

Sets a "compression" for characters in the Queue. 100% 

means there will be as many characters in the path as 

characters in a base IdleArea with the same length than the 

path. 50% means there will be the double (the number of 

characters that fit in a virtual path of double length). 

Characters will be nearer from each other. 

[# of lanes]: 

Sets the number of parallel characters in the Queue 

[Separation]: 

Sets the separation between the lanes of the Queue 

(namely between parallel characters). 

[% Ext. Density]: 

Sets the density of external lanes in percentage of the central lane density. Thereby, if 

you have a Queue with 5 lanes, central lane will have the full density (100%), lanes 

next to central one will have less density (between 100% and this parameter value] and 

external lanes would have this parameter density referred to central lane. 
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GLUE TO SURFACE PARAMS 

The GLUE TO SURFACE PARAMS subrollout allows the 

user to glue PLACE PEOPLE elements to any surface 

made from a list of geometry objects from the scene. 

Characters will be glued to the higher surface below them 

from this list. If no surface is below, character will return to 

its original height (Z coordinate). 

If characters are attached to a 3D spline but [Glue] is 

active (checked), the Z coordinate will be the one obtained 

from the surface. 

All manual displacements or through the modifier 

translation parameters will maintain characters glued to 

surface in their new position after displacement. 

NOTE: geometry objects that make up the surface are kept by the plugin by 

name, not by their node ID. Therefore, if there are two or more objects in the 

scene with the same name, the plugin will use only the first one found and 

behavior may not be as expected. Surface objects aren't saved to XRefScenes 

and the characters will get their "glued behavior" only when the current scene 

has geometry objects with the same names than the ones that made up the 

surface list. 

[Glue]  

Check this item to allow "glued behavior". If not checked, characters won't be glued to 

the selected surface. 

[Select Surface]  

Press this item to start picking objects that make up the surface, one by one. When 

finish, right-click mouse button. The names of the selected objects will appear in the 

"Selected surface" list box. This item will be green (and thus active) until mouse right-

click. Only selectable nodes will be pickable. 

[M]  

Press this item to select surface objects by name. The 3ds Max "Select by name" 

dialog will pop-up showing only selectable nodes. 

[X]  

Press this item to deselect surface objects by name. The 3ds Max "Select by name" 

dialog will pop-up showing only nodes already selected in the surface list. Select the 

ones you want to delete from the surface list. 

[Keep Vertical]  

When checked, characters will stay in vertical position (local Z axis following world Z 

axis). If unchecked, characters local Z axis will follow the normal vector of the surface 

they are glued to. 
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GENERATE PEOPLE PARAMS 

The GENERATE PEOPLE PARAMS subrollout is where 

you create and delete your PLACE PEOPLE elements. 

Once created, you can save them to an XRefScene, delete 

them if you don't like the result or leave them in the current 

scene. 

You can manipulate characters with 3ds Max options 

("Populate Toolset", P3D_PlacePeople modifier, dragging 

their Dummy helper...) once created with PLACE PEOPLE 

and before saving them to an XRefScene file. 

 

[Generate Base Flow]  

By pressing this item, a "Base Flow" (Flow, IdleArea or Queue) is created and 

displayed in the viewports with the characteristics indicated with the parameters values. 

This item won't be enabled until a path is selected. No characters are created at this 

step. 

Once created the "Base Flow", changes to parameters will be applied to it and shown 

in the viewports.  You won't be allowed to change the path until saving or deleting 

results. 

[Generate Path Flow]  

By pressing this item, characters for "Base Flow" are created and placed at their final 

position. This is the last step for creating PLACE PEOPLE elements. This item won't 

be enabled until a "Base Flow" is created. 

During this calculation, Floater rollout may blink until finishing. As explained above, 

characters in XRefScenes can disappear from viewports. Use [Refresh XRefScenes] in 

the bottom of the rollout to refresh XrefScenes. 

[UNDO Path Flow]  

By pressing this item, characters created with the previous option will be deleted. You 

can them change parameters values for "Base Flow" to get the desired result. This item 

won't be enabled until the "Path Flow" with final characters is created. 

[UNDO ALL]  

By pressing this item, all "Base Flow" and "Path Flow" characters will be deleted, 

allowing you to select again a path or change the type of the PLACE PEOPLE 

element. This item won't be enabled until a "Base Flow" or a "Path Flow" with final 

characters is created. 

Parameters values won't be changed by pressing this item. 
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CLOSING PLACE PEOPLE  FLOATER ROLLOUT 

When you close the PLACE PEOPLE Floater Rollout, if you have created new 

Populate elements (as Flows, IdleAreas or characters), a CAUTION! message will pop-

up with the following options: 

[Yes]  

If you press this item, all Populate elements created will be saved to an XRefScene 

with the active filename for XRefScenes. If no filename has been chosen, the 3ds Max 

"Save As" dialog will pop-up to select a filename as seen above. 

[No]  

If you press this item, all Populate elements created will be left in the current scene. 

[Cancel]  

If you press this item, all Populate elements created will be deleted from the current 

scene. 
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P3D_PlacePeople  MODIFIER 

"P3D_PlacePeople" modifier can be assigned to any 

Populate character (PopSkinObject class object) in the 

scene. It will create a Control Dummy helper that allows to 

place, move and rotate the PopSkinObject by dragging it 

with the mouse. 

Only one modifier is allowed by character. 

[Control Dummy] (1) 

Shows the name of the Dummy Helper associated with the 

character. 

[Linq Type] (2) 

The three Linq Type options are: 

Original: character has the same behavior as without this 

modifier, but you can move or rotate it and glue it to a 

surface. 

Static: character will stay at its initial original position 

(frame 0), but you can move or rotate it and glue it to a 

surface. 

Spline: if a path is selected, character will be linked to it. If 

not, behavior will be the same as 'Original'. You can move 

or rotate it and glue it to a surface too. 

[Base Flow/IdleArea] (3) 

It's necessary to select the original Flow or IdleArea with 

which the character has been created to glue it to a surface 

correctly and/or to assign a path to it, If you select the 

wrong object, estrange behavior will occur. 

This option won't be enabled for characters created with 

the PLACE PEOPLE plugin.  

[Path Spline] (4) 

This option allows to select a path to link the character to it 

if [Link Type] (2) option is set to 'Spline'. This item will only 

be enabled if both conditions below are true: 

 The Base Flow is selected 

 The Base Flow is any IdleArea or a Flow following 

positive global X axis 

[Glue to Surface] (5) 

All options here are exactly the same as the ones explained 

above for the PLACE PEOPLE plugin. 
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 [Fixed Transform 'move'] (6) 

This three values for move refer to Control Dummy local axis. These values aren't 

animatable with 3ds Max (as it has no sense). 

If the character is in 'Spline mode', move X will move it along the path and move Y 

perpendicular to the path. move Z will always move the character following the Z axis. 

When the character is facing a node (active 'lookAt'), move X will move it towards the 

'lookAt node' and move Y perpendicular to it. 

If the character is a "standing character" linked to a path ('Spline mode') and looking at 

a node, move X and move Y will behave as described for 'Spline mode', but the 

character will always face the 'lookAt node'. 

[Fixed Transform 'rotate'] (7) 

This value is for rotation around global Z axis. These value isn't animatable with 3ds 

Max (as it has no sense). 

The rotation is done about: 

- Character position at frame 0 if 'local' option is active 

- Flow/IdleArea position if 'Flow' option is active 

- If Base Flow is class of Flow, and 'linqType' is set to 'Spline', local rotation is not 

allowed. 

[Look At Object] (8) 

This option allows to force characters to "'look at" any node in the scene. When 

checked and a 'lookAt node' is selected, rotate Z won't be taken into account. LookAt 

will only work fine for 'standing characters' with 0º initial rotation. 

For 'walkers', this option is not allowed (only if no Base Flow is selected yet you will be 

able to use this option, but behavior of 'walkers' is unpredictable). 
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KNOWN ISSUES/LIMITATIONS 

The following are the issues and limitations found in PLACE PEOPLE. Please report 

any additional issue, bug or limitation you may find to mailto:pathscripts@proin3d.org. 

 Copying/Instancing the P3D_PlacePeople modifier: the only valid action is 

copying it manually from one character to another. Instances and copies by 

software will cause unexpected behaviors (but won't crash 3ds Max). This is 

because this modifier creates a control Dummy Helper that can't be shared by 

two characters. 

 When a walker follows a curved path, if the distance to the path is big related to 

the radius of the path, the walker may slide over the surface as the distance 

traveled will be different to the original one. This is because PLACE PEOPLE 

doesn't act on the original character animation generated by the 3ds Max 

'Populate Toolset'. 

 Shapes selected for paths shouldn't be scaled. If so, PLACE PEOPLE won't 

take this scale into account and characters won't follow the scaled path but the 

original size one. 

 For walkers, paths should be smooth splines instead of polygonal ones. The 

behavior of walkers when passing through a corner may not be a natural 

movement. 

 

 

INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS and LICENSE AGREEMENT 

Refer to web page:  http://www.proin3d.org/pathscripts/index.php/place-people 

 

CONTACT 

PlacePeople 1.00 
© Copyright 2016 - Proin3D, S.L. 
 All rights reserved. 
 
Developed by:  
Andrés Fernández Cruz 

Official website: 
http://www.proin3d.org/pathscripts 
 
Technical support: 
mailto:pathscripts@proin3d.org 
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